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Abstract— A novel planar dual-band phased array, operational in the X/Ku-bands and with wide-angle scanning capability is presented. The design, development and experimental demonstration are described. A new single-layer crossed L-bar microstrip antenna is used for the array design. The antenna has low-profile architecture, measuring only $0.33\lambda \times 0.33\lambda$, at the low frequency band of operation, with flexible resonance tuning capability offered by the use of a plate-through-hole and field-matching ring arrangement. A 49-element planar (7 × 7) array demonstrator has been built and its performance validated, exhibiting good agreement with full-wave simulations. The dual-band array supports a large frequency ratio of nearly 1.8:1, and also maintains good sub-band bandwidths. Wide-angle scanning up to a maximum of 60° and 50° are achieved at the low and high frequency bands of operation respectively.

Index Terms— Phased arrays, multifrequency antennas, planar arrays, microstrip antennas.

I. INTRODUCTION

The research on multifunction radars, with reconfigurable features, foreseen as the next generation of radar systems, has generated a huge volume of interest in both industry and academia [1-4]. Antenna array front-ends form a pivotal part of these radar systems. Enabling operation of several radar and communication functions, using the same aperture, are among the latest research trends in this domain. Antenna arrays covering two or more well-separated frequency bands (for example, X- and Ku-bands), with wide-angle scanning capabilities, can enable these systems to support different operational tasks in different bands and with the same aperture. A number of ultra-wideband antenna arrays have been proposed in the literature responding to such needs [5-7]. However, system demands would be better satisfied (e.g., in terms of vulnerability to external electromagnetic interferences) by multi-band antenna arrays with well separated operational sub-bands. Further, with the use of multi-band arrays, good isolation can be achieved between operations in different bands, which could possibly be allocated for implementing different target functions. A review of dual- or multi-band antennas proposed for array operations [8-15] reveals that most of these radiators suffer from one of four major performance limitations viz., very small frequency ratios between operational bands [10-11,15], large electrical dimensions [8, 10-11, 13,15], asymmetric or inconsistent radiation patterns [8-9] and/or absence of wide-angle impedance matching. The presence of one, or combination of these limitations, has often impeded successful developments of dual- or multi-band arrays.

In this paper, the design, development and experimental validation of a dual-band phased array supporting wide-angle scanning are presented. The proposed novel crossed L-bar antenna has been developed as an ‘array-capable’ element with extremely low-profile electrical dimensions, measuring only $0.33\lambda \times 0.33\lambda$, at the low frequency band of operation. The simple single-layer geometry and the maintenance of dual-band impedance matching over wide scanning angles (±60°) in an infinite array are noteworthy characteristics of the dual-band array antenna. A planar 49-element (7 × 7) array of crossed L-bar antennas, optimised for performance in the X/Ku-bands, has been fabricated and its performance experimentally verified. The array supports dual-band operation with a maximum frequency ratio of nearly 1.8:1 between the bands. Wide-angle scanning up to a maximum of 60° and 50° are achieved at low and high frequency bands respectively. Furthermore, good bandwidths are also achieved in the operational bands.

The proposed dual-band microstrip antenna design provides new avenues to achieve 1) low-profile ‘array-capable’ electrical dimensions, 2) large frequency ratio, 3) consistent radiation patterns and 4) wide-angle scanning capability. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The crossed L-bar antenna concept, design and its array performance are presented in Section II. The experimental results of the dual-band array demonstrator are summarised in Section III, followed by the conclusions in Section IV.

II. DUAL-BAND ANTENNA AND ARRAY DESIGN

A. Crossed L-bar antenna concept and architecture

The basis of the proposed antenna concept can be explained as follows. Consider a radiating patch with a rectangular strip-like geometry, as shown in Fig. 1a. Exciting this patch by means of an off-centered feed can aid in supporting two operational modes, achieving dual-band operation. However, the length (L) of the patch needs to be large enough to
In order to accommodate the patch within a square unit-cell and still maintain dual-band operation, the strip-like patch is modified into an L-bar. Two possible configurations can be achieved along the principal planes of the radiator, whereby similar levels of scanning can be achieved along the principal planes.
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**Fig. 1.** (a) – Rectangular strip-like patch with off-centered feed, (b) – single L-bar geometry supporting vertical polarization, and (c) – single L-bar geometry supporting horizontal polarization. Square unit-cell used for illustration.

In order to accommodate the patch within a square unit-cell and still maintain dual-band operation, the strip-like patch is modified into an L-bar. Two possible configurations (supporting vertical or horizontal polarization) can be achieved, as shown in Figs. 1b-c. However, for both the designs, presented in Figs. 1b-c, the unit-cell would still be electrically large (> 0.6λ) at the high frequency band. These (electrically) large dimensions would negatively impact the scanning performance of the array at the operational bands. The crossed L-bar arrangement (Fig. 2a) is hence introduced to reduce the electrical dimensions of the unit-cell of the antenna. This is made possible by increasing the electrical size of the radiating aperture through the use of the crossed L-bar geometry. The resulting structure supports dual resonances at frequencies lower than the ones obtained with the single L-bar geometries. The approach is, in some manner, analogous to the use of meander line printed antenna geometries, which are often used to reduce the electrical dimensions of the respective patch antennas. The L-bar dimensions can be optimised to support dual-band operation and realize very small electrical dimensions of the unit-cell. The concept for achieving dual-band operation and low-profile electrical dimensions, with a simple single-layer geometry, is thus introduced.

The details of the other components of the antenna’s unit-cell geometry are as follows. The feed pin of the SMA connector runs through the plate-through-hole (PTH) cylinder, which is placed in the substrate (Fig. 2b). A field matching ring is present at the junction (refer Fig. 2b) where the feed pin meets the crossed L-bars, at the top of the substrate. The diameter of the SMA feed pin dictates the inner diameter of both the plate-through-hole (PTH) cylinder, and the field matching ring. The entire assembly is enclosed within a cavity architecture, the dual functions of which are described in the latter part of this section. A dielectric substrate layer (with thickness ‘t’) is used between the ground plane and the crossed L-bar patch (Fig. 2c).
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**Fig. 2.** Schematic of the proposed dual-band crossed L-bar antenna. (a) – top view, arrowhead denotes polarization, (b) – plate-through-hole (PTH) cylinder and matching-ring arrangement (feed apparatus), and (c) – perspective view, substrate maintained semi-transparent for illustration.

An important distinction, inherent to the design of the antenna, is with the polarization. The bases of the L-bars in conjunction with the respective sides of the cavity sustain orthogonal polarization components, resulting in waves polarized along the diagonal plane of the radiator (φ = 135° plane in Fig. 2a). Correspondingly, the E- and H-planes of the antenna are defined along the φ = 135° and φ = 45° planes respectively (refer to Fig. 2a). The cavity architecture, apart from its aforementioned role in the radiation mechanism, also helps in reducing coupling between elements, when implemented in arrays. A discussion on the antenna’s mutual coupling characteristics is provided in Section II-B.

The computed current distribution plots of the stand-alone antenna, presented in Fig. 3, are used for illustrating the
radiation characteristics of the proposed dual-band antenna. The full-wave numerical modeling of the antenna was carried out in CST-MWS. Dielectric permittivity ($\varepsilon_r$) of 2.2 was used for the antenna’s substrate (Rogers RT5880 [16]), and a characteristic impedance of 50$\Omega$ was maintained. The antenna supports dual-band operation with operational centre frequencies at 9.8 GHz and 17 GHz respectively.
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Fig. 3. Surface current distribution at the operational bands. (a)– 9.8 GHz ($f_L$) and (b)- 17 GHz ($f_H$).

The difference in the surface current distributions, as per the operational modes supported, is clearly illustrated in Fig. 3. It can also be noticed that at the low frequency band of operation (Fig. 3a), which requires larger electrical dimensions of the radiating part, the maximum amplitude of the surface currents, or the ‘radiation spots’, occurs along the stem (refer Fig. 2b) of the L-bars. The current path makes use of both the base and the stem of the L-bars at this low frequency band. On the other hand, the ‘radiation spots’ occur at the bases (refer to Fig. 2b) of the L-bars at the high frequency band (Fig. 3b). This difference in the radiation characteristics, at the operational bands, is also reiterated in the field distribution plots over the array, presented in Fig. 7. Furthermore, the presence of the orthogonal components and the role of the cavity in supporting these components, at both the operational bands, are also demonstrated through these plots (Fig. 3a-b).

The ratio of the lengths ($l_1/l_2$) and widths ($w_1/w_2$) of the L-bars were the main parameters used for the optimization of the antenna’s performance in both infinite and finite-sized arrays. The variation of the widths’ ratio controls the resonant band positions, whereas the lengths ratio aids in achieving the necessary impedance matching at the respective bands. The field matching-ring’s outer diameter ($d_r$) provides an additional tuning parameter. This however, was maintained at 1.9 mm in the array optimization. Finally, it is worth noting that due to the use of identical L-bars, the variation in either or both the widths and lengths ratios would still maintain the structure to be symmetric along the diagonal plane ($\phi = 135^\circ$ in Fig. 2a), leaving the orientation of the polarization unaffected.

The antenna concept presented can also be extended to support circular polarization in a target band, if required. This is achieved through the use of a modified grounded-pin technique, the details of which are presented in [17]. This technique however, is limited to stand-alone crossed L-bar antennas, which are not ‘array-capable’ and have larger (~0.7$\lambda$) unit-cell dimensions as well.

### B. Array performance
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Fig. 4. Variation of active reflection coefficient ($|\Gamma_{\text{act}}|$) with scanning angle in infinite array.

Evaluation and optimization of the crossed L-bar antenna’s performance in infinite array, using the frequency domain solver in CST-MWS, was carried out as the first step in the array analysis. The antenna’s unit-cell dimension was maintained at 10.4 mm × 10.4 mm, which resulted in operational resonances in the X/Ku-bands (8 - 18 GHz). The variations of the dual-band characteristics and sub-band bandwidths with scanning angle were evaluated in the infinite array. The corresponding performance summary obtained with the infinite array simulation is presented in Fig. 4. The cavity architecture of the antenna helps in lowering the mutual coupling, thereby aiding to maintain the dual-band characteristics up to a maximum of 60$^\circ$ along both the principal planes of operation. Another key feature of the antenna’s performance is the maintenance of the bandwidth at both the operational bands over wide scanning angles, with...
only marginal variations at the high frequency band. This performance is significant and ensures the absence of any effects of scan blindness in the operational bands, up to a maximum 60° along the principal planes. The low-profile electrical dimensions of the unit-cell and the wide-angle impedance match characteristics of the dual-band antenna are both useful and advantageous for the array applications.

The development of finite-sized array forms an integral part of the array research for the verification of the proposed concepts. In this regard, the crossed L-bar antenna was implemented, and its performance optimised in a planar 7 × 7 array. The unit-cell of the antenna was further reduced to 10 mm × 10 mm, to improve the wide-angle scanning at the high frequency band. Retuning of the antenna’s L-bar dimensions was hence required. The re-optimization procedure mainly involved the marginal retuning of the ratio of the L-bar lengths (l1/l2) and widths (w1/w2), maintaining a fixed diameter of the field matching ring (d1 = 1.9 mm). The thickness (t) of the substrate was kept as per standard values available for fabrication [16]. The optimized element dimensions used in the planar array model are summarized in Table I.

The computed embedded reflection coefficient of the centre element (no: 25) of the planar (7 × 7) array is shown in Fig. 5. The array supports well-defined sub-bands with a maximum frequency ratio of nearly 1.8:1. Bandwidths of 310 MHz and 1.2 GHz are achieved at the low and high frequency bands respectively. The corresponding embedded radiation patterns of the centre element at the operational centre frequencies are shown in Fig. 6. Consistent radiation patterns with cross polarization levels below -15 dB are achieved at both the bands. The broad characteristics of the embedded patterns, along both the principal planes, are well suited for wide-scan applications.

The dual-band array antenna’s unit-cell (10 mm × 10 mm) measures only 0.33λ0 × 0.33λ0 and 0.58λ0 × 0.58λ0, at the low and high frequency bands of operation respectively. This low-profile size is vital, since it makes it possible to achieve grating-lobe-free scanning up to a maximum of 50° at the high frequency band of operation (16.2–17.4 GHz), as per the relation: d1 = λop / 1 + sin (θmax). Where λop refers to the operational wavelength, d1 to the inter-element spacing and θmax is the maximum possible grating-lobe-free scanning angle. The scanning performance of the planar dual-band array is covered in Section III.

Finally, the effectiveness of the metal cavity to confine the field distribution within the unit-cell is demonstrated through the field distribution plots over the array, at the operational bands (Fig. 7). The plots are obtained by exciting the centre element (no: 25) of the array, with the other elements terminated in matched loads. It can be inferred that the field distribution is contained well within the unit-cell in both operational bands. Very low levels of coupling, below -30 dB, are obtained after the second adjacent element from the centre element. This behaviour is especially significant given the very small inter-element spacing (0.33λ0) at the low frequency band. Furthermore, even the maximum levels of coupling, between the first adjacent radiator pairs (for example, between elements no: 25 and 26), in the low frequency band, are as low as -19.1 dB.
dB and -21.5 dB, along the E- and H-planes respectively.

The broad embedded radiation patterns and electrically small unit-cell dimensions, guarantee wide-angle grating-lobe-free scanning capability, while the low mutual coupling characteristic helps to avoid scan blindness effects.
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**Fig. 7.** Computed field distribution plot with the excitation of the centre element (no: 25) of the planar array. (a) 9.8 GHz and (b) 17 GHz. Yellow circles represent feeding pin positions of the array antennas.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I</th>
<th>OPTIMISED ANTENNA DIMENSIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parameter</td>
<td>Value (mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$l_1$</td>
<td>8.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$l_2$</td>
<td>6.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$w_1$</td>
<td>1.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$w_2$</td>
<td>1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_r$</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$U_{eff}$</td>
<td>10 × 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t$</td>
<td>1.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\varepsilon_r$</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

III. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION

**A. Measurement setup**

The fabricated 49-element planar (7 × 7) array, along with its connector assembly, is shown in Fig. 8. The array measures 70 mm × 70 mm. The thickness of the array face, which measures only 1.58 mm ($0.05\lambda$), adds to the low-profile dimensions of the array. Due to the small unit-cell dimensions (10 mm × 10 mm), conductive adhesive was used for mounting the SMA connectors of the individual array elements on the ground plane. The DUCAT anechoic chamber at TU-Delft, used for carrying out the measurements, is optimised for measurements in the 4 – 40 GHz range. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 9. A ridged horn antenna with an operational range of 2 – 20 GHz was used as the reference (REF) transmitter antenna (Fig. 9b). The array under test (AUT) was kept on the pedestal of the turn table, held in place by a custom-made foam support (Fig. 9a). The radiation pattern measurements were carried out by electronically rotating the turn table.

![Fabricated dual-band planar array prototype](image2)

**Fig. 8.** Fabricated dual-band planar array prototype. (a) Top view and (b) connector assembly. Red dot – centre element (no: 25).
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**Fig. 9.** Anechoic chamber measurement setup. (a) – Array under test (AUT) and (b) – reference ridged horn antenna (REF).
B. Performance summary

A comparative plot of the computed and measured embedded reflection coefficient (|\( \Gamma_{emb} \)|) of the centre-element (no: 25) of the planar array is presented in Fig. 10. The inclusion of the fabrication related constraints and tolerances in the antenna design (such as substrate values, element dimensions and cavity via diameters), as mentioned earlier, has positively aided in achieving this performance conformance. The difference in the band position at the low frequency is mainly attributed to the slight difference in the effective permittivity of the fabricated model due to the adhesive layers, which have higher permittivity (\( \varepsilon_r = 3 \)) compared to that of the substrate (\( \varepsilon_r = 2.2 \)). Measured bandwidths of 270 MHz (9.81–10.08 GHz) and 1.2 GHz (16.2–17.4 GHz) are achieved at the low and high frequency bands, supporting a maximum frequency ratio of nearly 1.8:1.

Embedded radiation patterns were measured along the principal \( \varphi = 45^\circ \) (H-) and \( \varphi = 135^\circ \) (E-) planes of interest (refer to Fig. 2a for \( \varphi \)-plane marking). To illustrate the broad and consistent radiation patterns supported by the array antenna in both operational bands, the measured embedded patterns of the centre element (no: 25) of the planar array are presented in Fig. 11. It can be inferred (from Fig. 11) that consistent radiation patterns, with cross polarization [18] levels below -16 dB over the entire angular range, are achieved in both operational bands. These broad patterns are vital for achieving wide-angle scanning, the performances of which are presented next.

The scanning performances, based on the measured embedded radiation patterns of the array elements at the low and high frequency bands, are presented in Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 respectively. Grating-lobe-free beam scanning up to a maximum of 60° and 50° are achieved at the low and high frequency bands. The broader beam patterns at the low frequency band (Fig. 12) are primarily due to the small electrical dimensions of the planar array at the respective band. More directive patterns are exhibited at the high frequency band, as a consequence of the large frequency ratio, which in turn results in comparatively larger electrical dimensions of the planar array.

In both the cases, even with a uniformly excited array, the sidelobe levels are maintained below -14 dB for all scanning angles (up to 60° and 50° at the low and high frequency bands). The sidelobe levels can be further reduced by applying an appropriate amplitude taper, if required. The combination of electrically small unit-cell dimensions, which measures only 0.58\( \lambda \) \( \times \) 0.58\( \lambda \), at the high frequency band, and broad embedded radiation patterns, enables this excellent wide-angle scanning capability. The demonstrated wide-angle scanning at both the operational bands, even with a large frequency ratio (~1.8:1), and extremely low-profile unit-cell dimensions strongly emphasize the novel characteristics of the proposed dual-band array antenna concept.
IV. Conclusion

The development and experimental validation of a novel dual-band phased array design, operational in the X/Ku-bands, has been presented. The demonstrated novelties of the dual-band array design include the maintenance of large frequency ratio between operational bands, low levels of coupling, broad and consistent embedded radiation patterns, wide-angle beam scanning and extremely low-profile electrical dimensions of the array antennas. The simple one-layer architecture is another advantage of the antenna design. These aspects represent a strong value addition to the domain of dual-band phased arrays. The proposed dual-band array design might also be attractive for focal-plane arrays, due to its well-separated operational bands and extremely low-profile electrical dimensions. This, to the best of the authors' knowledge, is one of the first successful demonstrations of a dual-band wide-angle scanning phased array with large frequency ratio.
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